QA/QC Engineer
Scope: (Quality Management systems and quality operations)

South of Zurich, Switzerland
Contact: tamanna@elemed.eu

Are you looking to join a growing company and play a
critical role within their quality department?
Do you enjoy working on testing and managing the
manufacturing side of things?
Do you want to work for an inclusive company where you
will be part of a close knit team?
If yes this is the role for you…

The company
In this role, you will work for an innovative and bold startup
with a revolutionary medical device. This startup is well
backed financially; meaning that this is a great chance to
benefit from all the excitement of joining a clinical stage
startup, with minimal risk.
That means; a highly dynamic environment, fast moving
decisions, a seat at the table to help drive the direction of
the company and the chance to really leave your mark in an
extremely fulfilling role.
With big ambitions to enter the US market, this company is
looking for their new QA/QC Engineer to join their business
at their exciting point of growth.
.

The role

Within this role your responsibilities will include but not be
limited to:
Be part of developing and driving forward key quality
control processes within the business
Performing key mechanical testing for both the end
product and components in order to collect key data for
the R&D department
Work closely with the head of QA to perform incoming
inspections
Be the key owner on all equipment testing and data
evaluation
A key support within both internal and external audits
Play a key role within the quality department to drive
forward validation activities and work closely with the
QMS

We are looking for
3+ years of experience within quality control and quality
engineering from the medical device industry
Previous experience within incoming inspections
Have already gained experience in handling and
managing key quality control processes
Key understanding of ISO 13485
Any previous experience of working with the FDA would
be a bonus
Strong communication skills in English. Fluency in
German would be an advantage

Interested in further
CONVERSATION?
Please send your CV to
tamanna@elemed.eu to arrange a
confidential career discussion.

